FAQ
Is SFlue compatible with Nova?
SFL offer a Nova to SFlue adaptor as they have different couplers. Nova has a 16barb coupler whereas SFlue only has 8. At 12 and 14 inches Sflue and Nova become
compatible together as we use the same couplers for that diameter.
Which fuels can I use with SFlue?
SFlue is compatible with multi fuel systems including: wood burners, coal appliances,
oil appliances and pellet stoves. We do not recommend you use petroleum coke or
any smokeless fumes as they may contain halogens that can prematurely corrode the
system.
Can I buy 7” & 8” SFlue?
SFL made the decision to stop stocking the 7” & 8” as standard due to the primary uses
of SFlue not requiring such large diameters. We can however supply minimum order
quantities if requested from customers services.
Can I use SFlue for a condensing appliance?
No SFlue is only to be used for negative pressure (dry) systems, there are no seals to
protect from condensation and will be liable to corrosion damage. If you require a
condensing flue system we offer Nova for twin wall and Supra+ for single wall.

FAQ
Can SFlue be used externally?
Yes SFlue can be used externally with lateral supports every 3 metres, we are confident
in the insulation properties of SFlue and our brackets can hold over 100mph wind
speeds comfortably.
Why can’t I use the D5 firestop with SFlue?
The D5 firestop was designed for Nova, which uses metric dimensions whereas SFlue
uses imperial dimension. The D5 is not applicable to the SFlue range due to the 2mm
difference in dimension, technically it could be used but it would not be a clean fit.
The D5 however is being re-designed to be used in the SFlue range, along with:
500-850 adjustable length
Short tapered adaptor
Adjustable slip section
Round top
Storm cowl
Galvanised wall support bracket
Flex adaptors
Galvanised wall sleeve
Roof/rafter support

How do I fit Sflue?
SFlue is an 8 barb twist lock system that needs to be secured by locking bands, it has
been designed specifically for ease of installation where no special tools are required.
How do I remove the appliance later?
The SFlue range has a number of adjustable components which are ideal for
disconnecting the appliance whilst leaving the proceeding flue system unaffected.

